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1. Attached are copies of recent contact reports covering the .
relationship with PO3Ag and ' C	 As you are no doubt aware, things have
progressed nicely, and we are at last in sight of having the kind of press.
access which we have long sought through this connection. Thers are several
points which it seems worth making in connection with the current situation,
and this seems as good a plate as any in which to state them.

2. First of all, the complex of . enterprises controlled by PODAg is one
which will never _lend itself to control by KJRARN, granted the current expanding .
degree of JapaneSe inde pendence. PoaQ•:: is a man on the model of William R.
Rearst, whose sometime acquaintance he was and after . whom he, in some ways,
conscieisly models himself. If you will examine in your own mind the problem
of controlling LT. Hearst, you will see many of the complications involved in
controlling PC,.:A1	 This consideration leads to the question or what can be
done within the limits of such a situation. A recent message from lieadouarters
Points out that PODAg will undoubtedly ask for a reciprocal favor if we ask him
for the use of his hall, as it were. A review of the facts of the case, coupled
with some semi—educated guesres by the case officer may 'outline just-v.tat. the
stakes are in this relationship and should call forth a deqsion from headquarters
as to just. what course it is desired that the case officertersue.

3. As recent contact,reports indicate,.PODAM , s appetites have grown t
muo;a larger recently, and, as a result of his assuming an 'active role in the
government,' his caability for satisfying these appetites has grown enormously.
Whenwe , f'irst began dealing with PODAK, his main apparent interest was in the
completion of the all- ,Japan tmitrowaye system as- a vehicle for the extension of
his television operation. Since then, he has branched out into atomic energY.
He is nmv talking about becoming Prime :anister. In this latter Connection it
might be well to state that t: ro has never been able to get a firm estimate of
just how good PG1kg 's chances aor the port are. C: .2 has a'strong feeling
that it is Possible that POD/Q.:/s ambitions are being nurtured along these lines
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by various Japanese political manase ,..s, ubiquitous figures on the local scene,
for much the same reasons that ( ) is busy flattering PODAM and is busily
currying his favor. His publications empire is the most unitary in Japan, hence
the most flexible, and perhaps, in terms of shirring the mass mind, the most
influential. This As a prize that many politicians are eager to have. How
many sugE;estions made to PODAM that he beco;ac .-07.0 Prime inester are based on er'.
this kind of consideration, and how many are made in some kind of good faith
is anybody , s guess. At any rate, FODAM to now taking these suggestions seriously
and is preparing in a very intellig..et way to implement them, using the weight
of his public information media to assist him. e:.

-ee
L. As the attached reports im!icate, poaLJ haS repeatedly been rebuffed

by ( ') in those oVertures that have beefl made efficielly te (-_ ) MOAK
and ( ) are acutely aware of L ) dislike of PODAM. C	 ) suspects that
one of the indigenous employees 0.5. tile political section favorse_ J 'with
tidbits of gossip on each matters. At any rats,	 ) has indicated to C	 1

in an allusive Japanese way. that he is aware of this aiteation regarding :( )
and has repoatOly used C I and before him/ C 	 3 as a channel for
circumventing the roadblock ( ) represents ue weir interests. As a matter
of fact, the post—war relationshies of PODAZ-with Americans are strangely littered

hwith figures of intelligence interat..„410-KJC2p.iiiPs primarv contacts in.
IlAskrica are Identity A and IdentitY°.17 -ThTlAT?Ithir. stran ,e, about these
connections is that there is no evidence of iptellieance act,ivity in either
PODAIl l s or (	 ) background, with the possible eeeeetion of seee ectivity with
the Civil intelligence section of SOAP durire- the newspaper troubles after the
war. These matters are largely only of Professional curioeSitY,-:b .ut they de
indicate that we are regarded, in the main, as a channel for exploits tan.

- 5. Nov, the worrisome thing about this is that , the items ehith pe are
aperoached to help th,.:0 get are of a type that de not reqeire prolonged ser-
vicing, thus eliminating a needed contieoledeVite. .Once obtained, most of these
things lend themselves tn maTagemOTIt 4p4:061'vitinE:by the Japanese. iere we
to approach them to ramilij. them of seietideeS rendered in an conneetior, we would
probably receive only an up—todateeversiOn, of the caricature Sc' pepdlar in
wartime, the4aMous m So solly-;!' teitheibichAhe Japanese shrug off eVeryelaim
against them.! Although, to set #021Es in their correct centext, :their gratitude
is not quite i this,evaneatent, 'nor is our role in procurinz these goala tftheirs
quite weighty as this paper mie l:, 5',-4tete. PODLI will ...,-ive carte eur:reqrents
as long as there is #111 soeepting We can do for hie:. Cur role as e .procurer,
free an American Viswpoiot ie.:-.1iht, rut seen by the Japanz,se, loom:, saMeWhat
more largely.' It is felt hia:r . 4.1	 all at home who are coneurnedeith this .,	 .
should consider thie POSitieikan4evise the field just hon far ICUPAR 7eill go

\

on this kir" af a course.. IS Ildeeconnectien it miFht be well to take up SOme. ..
of the thrsadswhieh exist at home, mainly Identities A and F, and approach':
there with the idea of COIIaborating in this affair to the end that it follOvm

, a controlled progress. Thiele said heoeuse it is ,;eeinl--ete to appeer that eves
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if PODAlif does not Atain his ultimate ;;irabition, our connection with him puts
us astride a major effort by Japan to regain its Great Power Position. This
is not said lightly, for when one considers the final potential of what the man •
is doing, the mind begins to boggle. For one thing, the microwave scheme, .4...
if carri to its logical conclusion, will put into Japanese hands a tremendOuS" -
propaganda organ capable in some degree of influencing all of Free Asia. The
nuclear energy proposals, if carried to their logical conclusion, will put
Jaren in possession of the atomic bomb.: These are certainly instruments which

put Japan, if only in her potential as a troublemaker, in the first rank
of world powers. An interesting sid,014ght on this latter item is that i n
conversations relating to nuclear activities in whic. C	 ) and C.	) •
have participated, the word bomb was never mentioned as a Possible outcome of
all this busy endeavor.	 C ) for one, would be completely astounded, were it
to be 'Proved th "him that tne: se clever-gentry-have -not -'donM‘-deredethe- irrpi lei-eationte•—
of this useful byproduct of the peaceful uses of the atom. Again, it is not
desired to overemphasize this complex's importance, but it is felt a iood thing'
to see it in its largest projection. Both of these Japanese objectives
erobably be attained willy—nilly in the long run with or without POW!, d
nih probably come to pass eventually even if PODAM had never. existed. , However,
in POI:A.M's hands, the objectives will probably be attained in the meest direct
and rapid manner available to the Japanese, for this manner is PODAIS T s specialty
and the thing which sets him apart from the mass of key Japanese.

6. The point for KDBARK in all this is that we are in a position to
• hireler, and, to a limited degree, influence this phenomenon or drop it
altoeether. About the only thing we cannot do and continue the relationship
in which we are already engaged, is to ignore it.

7. (	 ) role in the larger scheme of Japanese affairs is becoming
increasingly important. To cite one instance, he is now working directly with
the Diet committee which will draw up the etabling act for the new Atomic Energy
Commission. He moves through the politiral scene with growing sureness and
wider contacts. 'While still not a person of public or even primary importance
in Japan, he is beginning to resele the type of political manager and
expediter so familiar in our .gyer'political scone who -tri.61ds considerable power
in the name of his candidate:" He also represents a Japanese figure who, able
to move with grace and sureness through both his. own arid our own society, well
becour :of key important& in the Japan of the next ten to twentv years.
DM-260714 refers to the idea that an approach be made to C	 in which we
offer to place him on a retainer in return for services rendered or, to he
rendered. it mm true that .( ) complains of his being underpaid, and
of PGJAlid i s method of dealinevim hire-ewhich is to e-ive him broad discretionary
powers, ample e:C-pense money, but very little which C.._	 can call his own.
This iee typical'ef PODAM in his relotions with all his subordinates. C
has. aeked ( 	 ) since POLetil s elevation to the cabinet, what ( 	 ) saw
all this iur nimself. His answer was noncormaital and gave little indication
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of desire to be fed by our hand. This may become a possibility in the future,
or it may happen that we will be able to help him into something that might
give him the feeling of personal proprietorship that he reams towant.

8. Summing up the foregoing in one's mind, a decision seems to be called
for which will indicate how the opportunity, or the Challenge which these two
present can be most advantageously integrated with KUBARK i s role in carrying
_aut:OOTOKE!,s desires for Japan.-__It.40-alop.St Waqa.5:taAiecws..1VD4WwIth

) whose bias against PODAH is strong . It is (-	 • guess, for what
it is worth, that this bias springs largely from 	 ) Knowledge of PODAM's
ruthlessness, aggressiveness, and from the fact that ruJAii does not fit in
the standard mold of the Japanese with whom most 4nericans come in contact.
In a sense PODAM represents one of the most dynamic personalities in Japan today
and	 ) for one, 'would he most interested in knowing what headquarters'
aims for him are.
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